The past few years have seen a trickle of pro-gay rights judicial decisions turn into a flood. Yet gay rights advocates have been perplexed by one doctrinal oddity in the Court's decision-making: even as it has delivered a consistent stream of favorable decisions dating from the 1990s, it has displayed no interest in declaring sexual orientation to be a “suspect classification.” This determination, which would require that sexual orientation classifications satisfy strict scrutiny, has long been high on the objective list for the LGBT movement—representing an official determination that sexual minorities are a politically marginalized group that faces systematic, unjustified discrimination. With the Supreme Court poised to strike down gay marriage bans in Obergefell v. Hodges, it now seems clear that the Court will not elevate sexual orientation to the ranks of the suspect. This, for many, has been a bitter pill to swallow.

In this contribution to the “After Obergefell” symposium, I argue otherwise. Suspect status is effective at attacking explicit classificatory bars (such as the ban on gay marriage). But it takes as its price equal skepticism towards identity-conscious remedies (as civil rights campaigners have discovered in the affirmative action context). Making sexual orientation “suspect” would similarly burden gay rights campaigners in the legislature, whether their goals be affirmative action programs or (more likely) forms of identity-conscious protections for LGBT inmates facing prison violence. By striking down anti-gay classifications on rational basis or due process grounds, the Court has given the LGBT movement the advantages of significant, serious judicial protection without the drawbacks of modern strict scrutiny doctrine.

It is hard to remember that, until relatively recently, the United States judicial system was not a friendly forum for presenting LGBT rights claims. The Court affirmed that homosexual sodomy could be criminalized in Bowers v. Hardwick, turning aside suggestions that sexual autonomy rights should be seen as fundamental. The Court’s single-sentence rejection of a challenge to Minnesota’s gay marriage ban in 1972 wreaked havoc on litigation strategy for years to come because it was technically binding precedent constraining lower courts. Up through the 1980s, the judiciary primarily interacted with the gay and lesbian community by casually, even cavalierly, upholding democratically-enacted discriminatory policies.
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Advocates seeking to arrest this trend seized on the argument that sexual orientation ought to join the ranks of “suspect classifications.” Laws which target such classifications are accorded heightened judicial scrutiny compared to what is normally perceived as a “toothless” rational basis test. Even defendants in the gay marriage challenges, for example, conceded that such bans could not survive heightened scrutiny review. Becoming a suspect classification was the “holy grail” of equal protection analysis, and gay rights proponents were confident that “it is clearly in the interest of gay people to be deemed a suspect class.”

Starting in the mid-1990s, the fortunes of gay rights litigants began to turn. Yet the Court stubbornly refused to declare sexual orientation suspect. *Romer v. Evans* invalidated a discriminatory Colorado constitutional amendment under a muscular formulation of rational basis. *Lawrence v. Texas* reversed *Bowers* using a hybrid equal protection/fundamental rights analysis, but likewise did not alter sexual orientation’s equal protection standing. The same can be said for *United States v. Windsor*. With *Obergefell v. Hodges* having finally resolved the gay marriage question—again with scarcely a word about tiered scrutiny review—it has become increasingly clear that the Court neither sees the need nor feels the inclination to move sexual orientation into the suspect ranks.

For gay rights advocates who argued passionately that anti-gay prejudice and discrimination is a systematic presence in American society, this may be a bitter pill to swallow. However, I suggest otherwise. The contemporary
evolution of suspect classification doctrine has converted it into a decidedly mixed blessing for its supposed beneficiaries. Once overt discriminatory classifications (such as marriage bans) have been abolished, the suspect classification determination is most often used to challenge identity-conscious remedies for ongoing social discrimination. By failing to convince the Court that sexual orientation ought to be viewed as suspect, advocates may well have dodged a bullet.

I. WINNING RATIONALLY: THE GAY RIGHTS MOVEMENT SO FAR

While advocates have sought to characterize gays and lesbians as suspect classes since at least the mid-1980s, the path gay rights claims have taken through the judiciary has largely bypassed this possibility. Initially, this can be blamed on Bowers—courts observed that it would be curious if a classification defined by a criminally proscribable activity could nonetheless be entitled to heightened judicial review. But the resulting precedents were relied upon even after Bowers was overruled to maintain the status quo wherein discrimination based on sexual orientation received only rational basis review.

The first significant Supreme Court victory for gay rights litigants came in the 1996 case of Romer v. Evans. Romer concerned a Colorado constitutional amendment forbidding any element of the Colorado government from enacting “any statute, regulation, ordinance or policy whereby homosexual, lesbian or bisexual orientation, conduct, practices or relationships shall constitute or otherwise be the basis of or entitle any person or class of persons to have or claim any minority status, quota preferences, protected status or claim of discrimination.” The Court did not declare that sexual orientation was a suspect
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classification. Rather, applying rational basis review, the Court concluded that the Amendment lacked even a “rational relationship to legitimate state interests.” The Amendment swept so broad, and its effects were so “discontinuous” with the state’s proffered reasons, that the Court concluded that the Amendment’s adoption could only have been motivated by animus towards the targeted class.

Romer’s rationale was met with “puzzlement” by many legal professionals, who wondered why the Court had avoided the far more straightforward route of simply declaring sexual orientation suspect. “Real” or “normal” rational basis review acts to uphold even the most ridiculous statutes because one can always come up with an at least conceivable “rationale” legitimating the law. To be sure, Romer can be defended doctrinally as an example of an anti-“pariah principle” or as a form of “rational basis with bite.” But such defenses are at the very least less direct, and serve to further fragment tiered-scrutiny review. They also suffer from the fact that the Supreme Court has never admitted that there is such thing as “rational basis with bite.”

Lawrence offered the Supreme Court a chance to clarify the constitutional status of sexual orientation. It did not take it. Applying a confusing hybrid of equal protection and substantive due process analysis, the Court overturned Bowers and struck down state laws prohibiting sodomy (regardless of whether the laws were restricted to same-sex couples). While Lawrence was even less clear than Romer regarding what standard of scrutiny it
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was applying, the rhetoric it used sounded in rational basis terms (and certainly the Court declined to declare either that sexual orientation was suspect or that there was a fundamental liberty principle at stake). When the Supreme Court struck down portions of the Defense of Marriage Act in United States v. Windsor, it similarly evaded the heightened scrutiny determination and once again adopted language grounded in its rational basis decisions. This approach is particularly notable in Windsor since the Second Circuit opinion explicitly accorded intermediate scrutiny to sexual orientation classifications.

Obergefell represented the culmination of this story. The Supreme Court struck down as unconstitutional state prohibitions on gay marriage, relying on a “right to marry” derived from the doctrine of substantive due process. The equal protection clause is barely an afterthought in Justice Kennedy’s majority opinion; he deploys it not on its own terms, but to illustrate the “synergy” between equality- and liberty-based constitutional protections. The majority does not even address the issue of tiered-scrutiny review, much less move to alter the position of sexual orientation within the traditional model. Nonetheless, it invoked the constitutional value of equality in order to buttress and invigorate the due process concerns implicated when gay and lesbian individuals are excluded from the institution of marriage.

After Obergefell’s invalidation of bans on gay marriage, the striking conclusion is this: at least as a matter of federal law, virtually all significant anti-gay classifications will have been struck down as unconstitutional without the Court ever having extended beyond rational basis review. Indeed, the Supreme Court
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Court hasn’t upheld an anti-gay legislative classification since Bowers itself.\textsuperscript{33} History has confirmed a prediction Andrew Koppelman made only a year after Romer, and well before Lawrence v. Texas: “Laws that discriminate against gays will always be constitutionally doubtful, [even under rational basis], because they will always arouse suspicion that they rest on a bare desire to harm a politically unpopular group.”\textsuperscript{34} The key question, then, is whether the lack of heightened scrutiny review is a loss for LGBT interest groups going forward.

\section*{II. Dodging the Strict Scrutiny Bullet: Next Generation Discrimination and Identity-Conscious Remedies}

Because they represent an explicit classificatory bar, gay marriage bans would have been acutely vulnerable if they were subjected to strict scrutiny. Even persons who argued such bans might satisfy rational basis admit that the arguments against marriage equality are not narrowly tailored to a compelling governmental interest.\textsuperscript{35} Yet in law as in anything else, advocates should not be caught fighting the last war. While marriage law is not the only area of American law that sees explicit anti-gay discrimination,\textsuperscript{36} it is likely that sexual orientation—like race—will see a move towards subtler (or simply private) forms of discrimination which may demand identity-conscious remedies to effectively redress.

In this context, being a suspect classification often does more harm than good. On the one hand, suspect classification is of minimal use in disparate impact challenges, where the Court’s rigid “because of, not in spite of” framework screens out all but the most egregious motivations.\textsuperscript{37} Likewise, because the equal protection clause operates as a limit on state action, it has little bearing on the legal rules governing private actors (for example, proscribing
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discrimination in employment or housing). On the other hand, where a polity elects to use a suspect classification as a means of directly addressing ongoing inequalities, the Court has been exceptionally unsympathetic. It has consistently held that strict scrutiny does not distinguish between “benign” and “malign” uses of race, but rather that any use of race, regardless of motivation, must satisfy strict scrutiny. Moreover, the Court has rejected that remedying “social” (that is to say, non-governmentally sponsored) discrimination qualifies as a compelling state interest.

In the race context, these debates have primarily played out in the affirmative action and desegregation context. Some scholars sympathetic to the LGBT cause, noting that such issues seem to be of marginal importance in the gay rights context, have accordingly concluded that the risks of a strict scrutiny finding are minimal compared to the benefits. Of course, that such possibilities
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To be sure, as David Schraub noted . . . . there is a risk that heightened scrutiny for sexual orientation could end up doing more harm than good for LGBT Americans because the Court’s ‘symmetry’ principle means that then laws advantaging them would also be subject to heightened scrutiny. That’s a real risk, but a small one, I think: There is very little need for affirmative action or the like for LGBT Americans, so more to gain than to lose from suspectness or quasi-suspectness.
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seem distant now may only be a function of the times—if one told the litigants in *Brown v. Board* that fifty years later the Court would have to decide if a major city in a former slave state could voluntarily pursue the racial integration of its elementary schools, they would have been surprised too.42

But even if it is fair to say that a sexual orientation-conscious affirmative action program is improbable, that hardly exhausts the issue of identity-conscious remedies. The more likely forum for using sexual identity as a remedy for discrimination is in the prison context. The Supreme Court has already ruled in *Johnson v. California* that strict scrutiny still applies to racial classifications in prisons, and cast considerable suspicion on the use of race as a means of protecting inmates from race riots and other instances of racially-motivated violent activity while incarcerated.43 Presumably, if sexual orientation was likewise granted suspect status, *Johnson* would equally apply to prison efforts to utilize sexual orientation as a means of combatting violence in that community.

LGBT prisoners are at a severely heightened risk of violence in American prisons; it is not unfeasible to imagine wardens implementing some form of identity-conscious segregation or other like remedies as a means of stemming the threat.44 Some scholars have criticized such policies as one-size-fits-all, constructing a hegemonic representation of gay identity and thereby both excluding other vulnerable populations and heightening the salience (and vulnerability) of those effectively coerced into “coming out.”45 But even the proposed alternatives ask for a more nuanced and context-sensitive approach to sexual identity; they do not propose eliminating its salience altogether.46 No matter where one falls in this debate, it is unlikely that the imposition of strict scrutiny review—a notoriously inflexible and rigid form of judicial oversight—would be effective in allowing for the sort of nuanced usage of sexual orientation reformers might desire.

42 See *Parents Involved*, 551 U.S. at 715–18 (challenge to a voluntary race-conscious integration program in Louisville, Kentucky). See also Schraub, *Sticky Slopes*, supra note 15, at 1280–87 (noting the problem of “miscalculated arguments” wherein social movement litigants do not anticipate how a given doctrinal victory will play out in future social contexts).
46 See id. at 1403–05 (arguing for reforms which put other vulnerable characteristics on a level plane with homosexuality, and for rejecting the notion that being gay or lesbian automatically increases one’s vulnerability to violence). But see Dolovich, supra note 44, at 7 (urging that “this model should be available as a tool in the toolkits of officials seeking to reduce the incidence of victimization in their facilities”).
More broadly, the history of equal protection law in the sexual orientation context suggests that we have already passed the tipping point where strict scrutiny would be more of a burden than a benefit. Strict scrutiny is most effective at attacking explicit discriminatory classifications, taking as its price a skeptical eye towards remedial classifications as well. But the status quo has already given us a “level of scrutiny capable of striking down discriminatory laws but seemingly powerless against sexual orientation-based affirmative action programs” and other remedial or otherwise beneficent usages of sexual identity. Even the straggler cases of explicit discrimination against gays qua gays would seem to be vulnerable to constitutional challenge without resort to heightened scrutiny. A law declining to extend the “marital presumption” of parentage to same-sex couples who conceived through artificial insemination, for example, would fail under heightened scrutiny; but it would also appear to rest uneasily with Obergefell’s invocation of “equal dignity” between gay and heterosexual relationships. Hence, it is unclear what comparative benefit strict scrutiny can claim over rational basis review when the latter is proving surprisingly robust as a means of protecting sexual minorities from overt discrimination.

III. THE SIREN’S ALLURE: SUSPECT INPUTS VERSUS SUSPECT OUTPUTS

The double-edged sword of suspect classification doctrine has been recognized for some time now. So why is it the case that the suspect designation is pursued with such vigor, given its known drawbacks? Answering this question requires pulling apart a sharp inconsistency within the doctrine itself—the difference between suspect inputs (the factors the court considers in deciding who becomes “suspect”) and suspect outputs (the doctrinal results that flow from a determination of suspectness).
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In a forthcoming article, I explore the allure of suspect status from the perspective of doctrinal outputs. Advocates view suspect classification as “the golden ticket out of minimal and relatively toothless rational basis review.” Hence, social movements view suspect status as hitting “the equal protection jackpot.” History has taught civil rights advocates that robust judicial oversight is the primary line of defense against antagonistic democratic legislation. This history carries continued weight even though, in recent decades, the Court has been inconsistent, at best, compared to the legislative branches.

The retreat of the judiciary from aggressive protection of racial minorities even though race remains under the guardianship of “strict scrutiny” illuminates an important, but overlooked function of the suspect classification doctrine: suspect classification is institution-shifting. When a given classification is labeled “suspect”, primary decision-making authority over that area shifts away from (presumably untrustworthy) legislatures and into the hands of (presumably neutral) judges. Yet there is no reason to think that always and in all circumstances will judges actually be superior—more sensitive, more progressive, or more attuned to the needs of minority groups—than the democratic branches. Implicit in declaring rational basis to be “toothless” review or strict scrutiny to be “robust” protection is the presumption that legislatures will often make poor decisions and judges will usually make good ones. Where that assumption is unsettled, the outputs of suspect classification doctrine—placing more power in the hands of the judiciary at the expense of the legislature—will be less than salutary.

Hence, on the output side the allure of strict scrutiny rests on the Warren Court glory days where transferring power from legislatures to judges yielded a sizeable net-benefit in terms of minority-protective outcomes. But there is also a less-noticed temptation lurking on the input side. Consider the sorts of conclusions a court would need to draw about gays and lesbians in order to label them “suspect.” Originally derived from the famous Carolene Products concern about “discrete and insular minorities,” the Court in San Antonio Independent School District v. Rodriguez identified “the traditional indicia of suspectness,” as whether “the class is . . . saddled with such disabilities, or subjected to such a
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history of purposeful unequal treatment, or relegated to such a position of political powerlessness as to command extraordinary protection from the majoritarian political process.” 59 Other cases have added on to this query whether or not the status is “immutable” or bears a “relation to ability to perform or contribute to society.” 60

At the input stage—determining whether or not sexual orientation should become suspect—these are the questions the court needs to answer. And it is abundantly clear why the LGBT movement is highly invested in the judiciary answering correctly. These are the sorts of determinations that one would hope (if not demand) from a court that really was sensitive to the precarious and disadvantaged social circumstances of the LGBT community. Conversely, a court which explicitly rejected suspect classification for sexual orientation would presumably have to reject that these factors (political powerlessness, existence of prejudice, and so on) characterized the LGBT experience—a determination which would do great damage to further efforts to present anti-gay discrimination as a real problem demanding real redress.

The content of suspect-inputs implies that suspect-outputs should carry a similar focus on remedying the actual disadvantages faced by the now-protected groups, rather than generically opposing any political reliance on the “classification.” After all, while “gays and lesbians” may be politically powerless, be subjected to significant prejudice, or be a discrete and insular minority, “sexual orientation” cannot be any of these things. 61 That the classification-based approach makes so little sense from the vantage of suspect-status’ doctrinal inputs obscures the fact that as things stand, something akin to “orientation-blindness” would be the actual doctrinal result—regardless of whether such an ideology comports with the political and social needs of sexual minorities.

Hence, even if we acknowledge the risks latent in the outputs of the suspect-status doctrine, gay rights advocates are still faced with a trap: a decision rejecting suspect-status would itself have significant negative consequences for the movement even as it formally preserved the movement’s democratic options. Yet whether by accident or design, the Court has charted a path that manages to evade this pitfall, simply by refusing to answer the question altogether. It has successfully expressed real concern about the situation and prejudice faced by gay and lesbian Americans, and given them viable judicial remedies, without locking the Court into an inflexible and often counterproductive heightened scrutiny regime. Indeed, particularly for those scholars who have urged the
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dismantling of the rigid tiered-scrutiny model altogether, this may be the most encouraging outcome of all. It suggests that the judiciary can do work—real, serious work—in protecting minority rights from majority deprivation without ever even referencing the suspect classification conundrum.

IV. CONCLUSION

Being a suspect classification is of great use when discrimination takes the form of explicit bars and overt prejudices. The trade-off is that the doctrine threatens second-generation legislative remedies to ongoing discrimination, on the presumption that all legislative uses of the classification are inherently untrustworthy. For the gay rights movement, the former type of wrong represented the heart of the struggle and the latter risk was a problem they could only dream of having in the distant future. Under those circumstances, it made perfect sense for gay and lesbian groups to pursue a suspect designation.

Yet the Supreme Court’s jurisprudence in this field has taken an unexpected course. Since Bowers, the Court has slowly but consistently struck down anti-gay classifications without ever relying on suspect classification doctrine. Obergefell eliminated one of the last major explicit status-based restriction on gay and lesbian Americans—and it did so without ever having removed sexual orientation from the domain of rational basis.

Many advocates have lamented the failure of the judiciary to declare sexual orientation a suspect classification. But the loss is largely illusory. Gay marriage represented one of the last significant scenarios where presenting sexual orientation as suspect would have been an unadulterated benefit for the gay rights movement. Going forward, it is far from clear that the median usage of sexual orientation by democratic branches will be in furtherance of discrimination. Policymakers may well instead attempt to use sexual orientation in ways that promote equality and redress ongoing forms of social bias, discrimination, or violence, and seek deference from the courts as they pursue these goals. Under such circumstances, advocates may well be glad that the Court resisted strict scrutiny’s siren song.